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Lyman alpha forest of quasars.

● .
● Saturated, very  sharp absorption lines.
● Shifted Lyman b or g line appear in "Lyman a 

forest" of quasars while Lyman a lines are 
saturated. This can only be explained by a 
superimposition of b or g on a.

● Width of lines absorbed during a frequency 
shift, equals the shift. Thus, these lines are 
broad, weak, invisible.

● Sharp lines are absorbed if redshift stops.
● This leads to following formation of forest.
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End of star 
emission

Generation of Ly forest

Initial absorption →
First redshift -->

Ly  Ly Ly Hypothesis: As Doppler, red shifts multiply 
all absorbed frequencies by coefficient 1-Z <1

Redshift stops so that  lines appear →
Redshift, no visible absorption -->

Redshifts stop so that Ly 
overlays  or  absorptions.

   No stop if absorbed  
overlays  line .

Redshifts stop so that Ly 
overlays  or  absorptions.

   No stop if absorbed  
overlays  line .

Process stops if incident energy disappears--> 
Final spectrum->
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Karlsson's formula.
● Close to star, usual absorption, no redshift Z(a,b)=(

a
-

b
)/

a
.

● Redshift starts slowly by low pressure, various excitations of H.

● Redshift stops when absorbed line reaches  frequency.

● Redshift restarts as long as there is enough energy at Ly 

● Thus total redshift Z is sum of redshifts which bring  or 

frequencies to : Z= pZ() +qZ(). (p,q: non-negative integers).

● This formula is equivalent to Karlsson's Z=nK [2,3] because 
Z() ~ 3K and  Z() ~ 4K where K is Karlsson's constant.

● Thus redshifts of quasars are bound to H atoms, not to 
expansion of universe.

● This assumes that H is strured into excited or not regions, by a 
single source: does not work for galaxies.
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Interpretation

● Sharp lines are absorbed while an absorbed 
line is shifted at Ly a frequency, that is while 
there is no pumping of unexcited atoms H 1S to 
H 2P :  H 2P atoms generate redshift.

● Hyperfine periods in 2P states are longer than 1 
nanosecond duration of pulses which make 
light emitted by thermal sources while period of 
1420 Mhz line in ground state is shorter. 

● G. L. Lamb Jr. wrote that coherent scattering 
requires light pulses "shorter than all implied 
time constants" [2].
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Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering.

● While incoherent Raman generates new lines, 
coherently scattered light interferes with 
exciting line, shifting its frequency [4,5] .

● Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS), 
mainly used in chemistry, uses generally 10 
femtosecond laser pulses because frequency 
shift is, roughly, in the best conditions, inversely 
proportional to cube of pulses lengths. Using 
nanosecond pulses of natural incoherent light 
divides shift by (105)3 =1015 : astronomical 
paths are needed for observation .
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CREIL

● ISRS pumps quadrupolar levels which, at low 
pressure, are not de-excited by collisions.

● An other ISRS is needed to de-excite these 
levels.

● Coherent Raman Effects on Incoherent Lights 
is a set of ISRS, with zero balance of excitation 
of Raman levels. Thus, it is a parametric effect 
which exchanges energy between beams by 
coherent frequency shifts, to increase their 
entropy. Excited atoms of hydrogen are the 
needed catalyst [6,7].
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CREIL is fruitful in astrophysics [8,9].
CREIL is a "tired light" process by exchanges of 
energy between light and background 
electromagnetic waves, frequencies of which 
are shifted. It does not measure distances, but, 
roughly, column density of excited atomic 
hydrogen.

● Between 10 and 15 AU from Sun, solar wind 
condensates into excited hydrogen which 
transfers energy from solar light to microwaves 
used to measure distance of Pioneer 10 and 11 
probes: No anomalous acceleration  ! 
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● As other tired light theories, it decreases 
distances or spiral galaxies, so that dark matter 
and dark energie are useless.

● Very hot objects provide much excited 
hydrogen which increase local distances on 
maps: Thus voids appear in maps of galaxies.

● Quasars are the "accreting neutron stars" , 
absence of observation of which in nebulae 
astonishes specialists of neutron stars !

● Much work to do!
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Conclusion

● CREIL is a particular effect of  use of optical 
coherence. 

● Other effects are useful: for instance,  
superradiance shows limbs of Strömgren's 
spheres explaining observation of lots of 
circles, continuous or dotted, bright or weak 
(but amplifying light of background stars). In 
SNR1987A, absorbing light, planets strangle 
Strömgren's sphere into the observed 
hourglass, of which we see three dotted limbs.

● Astrophysicists should use coherent 
spectroscopy !
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